
Principles of Constitutional Design

This book is written for anyone anywhere sitting down to write a consti-
tution. The book is designed to be educative even for those not engaged
directly in constitutional design but who would like to come to a better
understanding of the nature and problems of constitutionalism and its
fundamental building blocks – especially popular sovereignty and the
separation of powers. Rather than being a “how-to” book that explains
what to do in the sense of where one should end up, it instead explains
where to begin – how to go about thinking about constitutions and
constitutional design before sitting down to write anything. Still, it is
possible, using the detailed indexes found in the book, to determine the
level of popular sovereignty one has designed into a proposed constitu-
tion and how to balance it with an approximate, appropriate level of
separation of powers to enhance long-term stability.
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Preface

What follows will disappoint those looking for a “how-to” manual on
constitutional design. Certainly there is much here that can be used by
those writing or rewriting a constitution, but the major intent of this
book is to help us understand constitutional design rather than lay out
guidelines for constitutional construction – to help us think about the
constitutional project rather than direct us toward specific institutional
or constitutional outcomes. Even if one wanted to provide a set of
instructions for those framing a constitution, it would be unwise for
an outsider to do so. A fundamental fact about constitutional design
is that there is no optimal model, no clear set of rules for matching a
people and their situation with a set of institutions, and no inherently
stable or superior constitutional system. We do know a great deal more
about institutional design than Aristotle did, and even a good deal
more than we did half a century ago. The empirical knowledge we
now possess, however, tends to be piecemeal, theoretically unfocused,
and sometimes contradictory. As important as the contributions of
empirical and analytic approaches have been over the past half century,
there is no substitute for just backing off and asking, How do we go
about thinking about constitutionalism and the design of constitutions
as an integrated project? That is the deep focus of this book, and that
is why it is best to think of it as an exercise in political theory.

The book is aimed at political theorists, especially students of consti-
tutionalism and institutional design, as well as those in the field of com-
parative politics. Portions may interest those working in international
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x Preface

relations, particularly Chapter 2 on the concept of sovereignty. Chap-
ters 3, 4, 5, and 8 present empirical analyses of a cross-national data
base using several newly developed indexes. Among other things, the
parliamentary-presidential dichotomy is completely recast. It is hoped
that anyone wrestling with the nature of constitutionalism, the defini-
tion of democracy, the design of democratic institutions, or democrati-
zation will find something of value. Still, this book is an extended exer-
cise in political theory, which is reflected in the analyses drawn from
Plato, Aristotle, Jean Bodin, Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, Baron de
Montesquieu, James Madison, and a number of other political thinkers
that inform the arguments of every chapter. Overall, constitutional
design is approached as a project that recapitulates the structure of
political philosophy as laid out in Chapter 7. As befits political theory
properly pursued, the project of constitutional design brings together
the various methodological strands of modern political science – nor-
mative, analytic, and empirical – that have tended to become isolated
from each other. In the integrated project we term constitutional design,
precise definitions matter, actors may or may not be “rational,” human
values guide empirical analysis, statistical analyses support proposi-
tions from great political theorists who continue to inform our think-
ing in fruitful ways, power and justice interact with culture, and many
voices from a variety of political science subfields chant together –
sometimes in harmony, sometimes not.

One basic premise of this book is the contention that constitution-
alism, properly conceived, inevitably implies at least de facto popular
sovereignty, which in turn implies at least some minimal separation of
powers, properly conceived. These connections result in large part from
the invention of a written constitution. Although constitutionalism is
now heavily predicated on the existence of such a document, there are
constitutional systems without a written constitution – witness Great
Britain and Israel. Also, even though almost every nation now has a
written constitution, most of these nations are not constitutional, and
thus their respective peoples are not sovereign in terms of what we will
call “the second face” of sovereignty. Therefore, it will be argued here
that de facto popular sovereignty is coterminous with constitutional
democracy – with or without a written constitution.

Because popular sovereignty will be linked with constitutional-
ism, and because almost every nation now has a written constitution,
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Preface xi

independent nations that are sovereign in the constitutional sense will
be distinguished from nations that are not. In particular, we will be
interested in distinguishing the nature of those limits which make the
ultimate power a sovereign so we can determine the extent to which a
nation is using the strongest form of sovereignty – popular sovereignty –
and which version of popular sovereignty it is using. The ability to
make such determinations is one of several reasons why the theo-
retical portions of the book should be of interest to those work-
ing in comparative politics, primarily those working with what are
now termed “democracies” but which I prefer to call constitutional
republics.

Although inevitably the analysis will involve comparative consti-
tutionalism, its ultimate aim remains to contribute to our theoretical
understanding of constitutionalism, principles of constitutional design,
and what is termed democratic theory. The book ends by arguing that
designers of what initially appear to be highly varied constitutional
democracies tend to reach broad solutions that display theoretically
explicable regularities, even though the designers themselves do not
consciously use these theories. That is, under conditions of liberty,
people across cultures seem to arrive at constitutional solutions that
display a shared underlying logic despite an astonishingly wide array
of institutional arrangements. Institutional diversity reflects a logic of
accommodation to the history, culture, circumstances, and hopes of
the various peoples living in constitutional democracies. The under-
lying logic running through constitutional design, on the other hand,
reveals the operation of a human nature that is collectively rational
in terms of maximizing popular sovereignty, properly understood; or
perhaps it is better to speak of minimizing the distance from an ideal
of popular sovereignty. The multileveled logic of constitutional design
tends to support rational-actor theory in general but illustrates how
rationality must be carefully contextualized. That is, in constitutional
and institutional design rational-actor analysis must be based on the
maximization of goals and values established by historical peoples and
not assumed ad hoc by the person doing the analysis.

Framers of constitutions seem to do surprisingly well on their own
without assistance from design “experts.” Enhancing our understand-
ing of constitutional design may well tend to reassure us that the design
process is best left to the people who will live under the constitution
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xii Preface

being framed. The principles examined in this book all point toward
such a conclusion, and the author hopes that as we learn to think
more deeply about constitutional design, we will be led to conclude
that popular sovereignty and not mere technical expertise is, finally,
the best political technology we have available to us, no matter how
expert the experts are.
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